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Z-Axis

Congratulations!

X-Axis

You’ve just added a whole new level of versatility and precision to your woodworking with the Router
Boss! Router Boss converts an ordinary plunge router
into a precision milling machine for wood. It can do
mortises, tenons, grooves, dadoes, through and blind
dovetails, box joints, raised panels, miters, sliding
dovetails and a whole lot more.

Y-Axis

Complete Creative Control
The magic of Router Boss is in the creative way
that it lets you work. It offers machine control without
limiting your capabilities. Most router jigs are single
purpose, but Router Boss is multi-purpose. If you can
conceive it, Router Boss can help you do it easier, faster
and with greater control.

Every Dimension Is Managed
For joinery, being able to guide the router predictably and precisely is critical. Router Boss securely supports both the router and the wood. This allows you to
manage a cut in any dimension (on the edge, face or end
of a piece) cleanly and without risk of the wood being
snatched out of your hand.

Control the Cut and the Workpiece
With a router table, the router is mounted upside
down and the wood is hand-fed through the cutter. With
Router Boss the router mounts right-side up and either
the router is precisely guided through the cut, or the
wood is machine-fed through the stationary cutter.
Operating in the latter mode,
the workpiece is held securely on a
sliding bar. The sliding bar is connected by a wire and pulley system
to a hand crank that can manually
‘power feed’ the wood either left
or right through the cutter. This allows breakout-free climb (back)
cuts to be made safely. The wire and pulley system has
no backlash – you let go of the crank and the wood
stays put. Scales and cursors on the face of the machine
provide a precise means of positioning cuts.

Three Axis Precision
The sliding bar and crank handle give you precise
control over the X-axis. To control the Y-axis, guide
rails on either side of the router plate guide the router

across the wood at 90 degrees, or using the positive
stops, at all angles through a 60-degree swing from minus 30 degrees to plus 30 degrees, starting and stopping
the cut at any point.
With the router upright and accessible you can
easily adjust the depth of cut — the Z-axis — using all
the depthing features of your plunge router. Add our
optional Plunge Assist Bar and you can plunge the bit
while feeding the wood and viewing the cut. Mortising
is fast and efficient.
Our optional work holders allow you even more
flexibility in positioning the workpiece. For example,
they enable you to cut compound angles such as tenons
on the ends of splayed chair rungs. Your only limit is
your imagination.

See the Cut
Unlike most jigs and router tables, Router Boss
gives you a clear view of the cut as you make it. The
acrylic router plate and a wide slot in the Router Boss
base plate provide excellent visibility. Built-in LEDs
enhance visibility and laser cross hairs let you quickly position the cut exactly where you want it on your
workpiece. And dual dust collection ports help protect
your health and keep your shop clean.

Repeatable Results
Whether you’re making a single joint or a dozen,
the Router Boss’s built-in scales, adjustable cursors, story
board inserts, or optional electronic digital scales ensure
consistent, repeatable results. You simply set the cursor
at a starting point and record the scale (or digital) reading for the first and subsequent cuts. Or mark cuts on the
story board inserts. To replicate workpieces, use the crank
handle to reposition the cursor (or digital readout) to the
recorded settings to correctly align the workpiece and cutter, time after time, cut after cut, with no variations.
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Router Boss Mounting and
Assembly Instructions
Before you start assembling your Router Boss, check
to make sure you received all the parts listed. If
you’re missing something, call customer service at
1-866-966-3728 or email
service@chipsfly.com
The carton should contain the following:

H - Adjustable guide rail wings (4) with mounting
screws and pins
I - Left and right front scales with mounting screws
J - Sliding bar cursors (2) with mounting knobs and
T-slot nuts
K - White storyboard inserts
L - Magnetic front side dust port

A - Router Boss box beam with sliding bar
(36”, 42” or 47” length) installed

M - Rear dust port vacuum hose extension wand

B - Router Boss base plate with mounting screws

N - Allen wrench set

C - Box beam mounting cleats (2)

O - Router base plate with laser center point

D - Fixed fence with mounting screws

P - Router plate stop blocks

E - Clamping block
F - Guide rail rules with mounting screws (2)
G - Guide rail base (2)
4

Q - Knobs for stop blocks and router plate (3)
R - Aluminum fixed guide rails
(For complete parts list and exploded view drawing, turn to Appendix 1.)

Mounting the Router Boss
Before you assemble your Router Boss, we suggest that you first mount the box beam assembly. Most
users mount it on a wall, but you can also mount it on
a high bench or other support. You’ll want to choose a
location for your Router Boss that has good overhead
lighting and adequate open space to provide clearance
for the sliding rail to travel its full range in either direction (from approximately 64” for the Model 360 to 86”
for the Model 470).

Mark a level line on the wall at a good working
height (~ 48” above floor)

To take full advantage of the Router Boss’s capabilities, we suggest that you NOT mount it directly
to the wall. Instead, mount a 36” piece of 2X8 lumber
to the wall, then mount the Router Boss on it with the
top face of the box beam flush with the top edge of the
2X8.
Begin by cutting the 2X8 mounting board to
length, then rip or joint one edge so it’s smooth and
straight with square (not rounded) edges. Using a level,
draw a line on the wall approximately 48” above floor
level (or a comfortable working height for you). Locate
and mark the position of the wall studs along the line.
Transfer the spacing of the wall studs to the mounting
board, counterbore two 1”-dia. holes 1/2” deep at each
stud marking, then drill 5/16” pilot holes for 5/16” X 4”
lag screws. Slip a washer over each lag screw and insert
them in the pilot holes.
Position the mounting board against the wall so
the freshly trimmed edge is on top and lined up with
your level pencil line. Once the board is in position,
drive the lag screws into the wall studs.

Drive 5/16” lag screws into wall studs or use
heavy-duty wall anchors to mount board

Counterbore recess for washer and
lag screw heads

Next, mark the location of the aluminum mounting cleats on the mounting board, placing them about 4”
in from each end. Drill pilot holes for the screws 1 3/8”
from the top edge of the mounting board to position the
top of the Router Boss box beam flush with the top of
the mounting board. Attach the mounting cleats to the
board with the 1/4” lag screws provided.
Before mounting the box beam, insert the vacuum
extension wand into the rear dust port. Lift the Router
Boss box beam onto the mounting cleats. It may be necessary to use a mallet to tap the box beam flush with the
mounting board, using a scrap piece of wood to protect
the aluminum.
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small legs on the piece with the cam handle fit into a
groove on the back of the padded block). With the black
release button pushed in, you should be able to easily
slide the clamp block along the sliding bar. Releasing
the button allows the clamp to engage the toothed ribs
on the face of the slot. A pair of spring plungers remove
play by pushing the sliding jaws away from the sliding bar. You
can use a fine
screwdriver to
adjust the tension - clockAssembling the Router Boss
wise for more
With the box beam mounted, begin assembly by tension, counattaching the Router Boss base plate to the box beam, terclockwise
for less).
using the 1/4” flathead machine screws in the counNext install the front scales on the face of the matersunk holes first and then
chine. Note that the scales read right to left. The 0 to
the 1/4” caphead machine
12” scale mounts on the left side of the machine and
screws in the holes near the
the 12” to 24” scale mounts on the right. Using two
rear edge. Then attach the
#4 flat head screws, mount each scale so that it extends
guide rail rules along either
about 4” out from each end of the box beam. (On 360
side of the base plate. Align
machine do not extend right scale.)
the zero mark with the front
edge of the box beam.
Install the knobs and T-track nuts on the sliding
Next install the fixed fence to the sliding bar. But bar cursors. Then slide the nuts into the T-slots on the
first, cover the clamping face of the fence with the pro- sliding bar and snug up the knobs to hold the cursors in
vided self-stick textured rubber pad to help keep work- place.
pieces from slipping. Trim any excess from the edges
Use the
so it clears the box beam when you use the sliding bar
two-piece
power feed.
binding bolts
There are multiple to fasten the
Binding bolt
sets of mounting holes a d j u s t a b l e
Guide rail base
rail
for the fixed fence that al- guide
low you to clamp work- wings to the
Adjustable guide
rail wings
pieces of various widths. bases. The
Positioning
For most setups, chose wings have a
pins
the third set in from the half-lap joint
Self-stick
left end. Install the 1/4” and the bindrubber or fineflathead machine screws ing bolts act
grit sandpaper
loosely, position a square as a pivot
along the top edge of the point and hold the wings to the bases. IMPORTANT:
box beam and against the face of the fixed fence. When The guide edge of the wings is the edge with the posiyou’ve got the fence positioned squarely, snug up the tioning pin holes inset.
mounting screws.
Assemble the two-piece clamping block and slide
the block into the center slot on the sliding bar. (The two
6

TIP - Outline the raised letters with a black permanent marker to make the numbers easier to read.

Router Plate
Locking Knob

Router Plate

Stop Block & Knob

Guide Rail
Guide Rail

Base Plate
Stop Block
& Knob

Base Plate Rule
Dust Cover Plate

Hand crank power
feed handle
Cursor
Box Beam
Sliding Bar

Fixed Fence

Clamping Block

Cursor with Mounting
Knobs and Oval Nuts

Install the angle positioning pins at the zero mark
in the wings when you have the guide rails fastened to
the base plate. Depending on the type of joinery cuts
being made, you’ll use the guide rails in the fixed or
adjustable mode. For most joinery cuts you should use
the fixed straight edge to guide the router. In adjustable mode, the wings are used to guide the router for
cutting dovetail sockets and pins and for angled mor-

Sliding Bar Scale

tises. NEVER use the Router Boss without guide rails
installed as serious damage or injury could occur.
We also offer fixed aluminum guide rails with
plastic or optional micro-adjustable stops that ride in Ttrack slots for precise Y-axis positioning control. When
you install either set of rails, leave the mounting screws
loose, slide the router plate into position, then tighten
the screws when the rails butt against the router plate.
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Attaching the Router
to the Router Plate
The Router Boss router plate comes with predrilled mounting holes for the DeWalt model 625 and
621 routers. To mount the router to the plate, start by
installing a centering or pointed bit in the router chuck.
Then turn the router upside down and install the provided 6mm washer-head cap screws in the mounting
holes snugly, but not tight.
Turn the router right-side up and set it on a piece
of white paper and turn on the laser cross hairs. Plunge
the centering bit and see if the center point aligns with
the laser cross hairs. Because the mounting holes allow
some play, you can make minor adjustments to bring
the point of the centering bit in line with the crosshairs.
When the alignment is good, carefully turn the router
upside down and tighten down the mounting screws.
Attaching other model routers to the router plate
will depend on the alignment of the mounting screw
holes. If the hole pattern won’t interfere with the laser
and LED circuits, you can drill mounting holes directly
in the router plate. If you plan to dedicate the router
for use with the Router Boss, you can use the included
high-bond tape strips to permanently mount the router
directly to the plate. CAUTION: If you try to remove
the router, you could damage the router plate and/or
your router’s base plate.

We also have a transition (adapter) plate available
that can be custom-fit to your router and that then attaches to our router plate using the existing holes for
the DeWalt router. You’ll need to notch the transition
plate to fit around the wiring for the lasers and LEDs.
Loosely attach the transition plate to the router plate
with the washerhead screws, mark the location of the
wires, then use a round file to notch the BOTTOM of
the transition plate.
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Align screw hole
with rear of router

To mount the transition plate for other routers,
begin by installing a centering or 1/4” straight bit in
your plunge router. With the router inverted, and the
bit extending just beyond the base plate, position the
transition plate on the bit as shown at right. Make sure
the notch and rear screw hole are aligned as shown at
right.

Notch

Next, put small pieces of the 3M high-bond tape
(supplied) on the router’s base plate, staying clear of
the tapped mounting holes in the transition plate. Then
remove the backing from the tape. Reposition the transition plate over the centering or 1/4” bit, check the
alignment, then press the transition plate against the
tape. Finally, break the tabs and remove the temporary
center section.

Then mount the router and transition plate to the
router plate using the technique detailed at the beginning of this section.

TIP - The Router Boss can be equipped with an
optional plunge assist kit which turns plunging the
router into a one-handed operation. This leaves
your other hand free to operate the hand crank
power feed so you have even greater control over
the position of the bit and the workpiece. Throughout this manual, we show a DeWalt 625 router (see
page 11) equipped with the plunge assist but the kit
will work with other routers as well.
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A Word (or Two)
About Safety
While the Router Boss gives you unprecedented
control over both the router and your workpiece, you
need to observe the following safety rules to avoid possible injury.
1. Always wear safety glasses and hearing protection - Safety glasses provide protection against flying chips and ear muffs or plugs are essential to protect
your hearing from the high-pitched noise produced by
a router.
2. Always use sharp bits - A sharp bit will give
you excellent results. Forcing a dull bit can not only
damage the workpiece, it could cause the bit to break
and turn it into a dangerous projectile.
3. Keep your hands away from the bit - While
the Router Boss’s controls allow you to safely control
the router and workpiece, it is possible to place your
hands in harm’s way if you’re not paying attention.
In most cases, you can make necessary cuts with your
hands above the base plate.
4. Unplug the router when making adjustments
Always unplug the router when changing bits, but it’s a
good idea to also do it when swapping out workpieces
or changing setups and Router Boss accessories.
5. Don’t work when you’re tired - No one does
their best work when they’re tired. And never work
while under the influence of alcohol or medications.
6. Keep your work area clean - A clean, uncluttered work area eliminates the potential for trips, slips
and mishaps. A build-up of dust and chips can affect
the operation of the Router Boss. Sawdust, especially
from some hardwoods, can irritate breathing passages
so use dust collection and wear a dust mask whenever
possible.

Owner’
s Manu
a

Models

l
360, 42
0 & 470

7. Understand how to use the Router Boss - Fol- 8. Use your router correctly - Always follow your
low the directions in this manual for properly operating router manufacturer’s manual and use your router in
the Router Boss. Never operate the machine without accordance with their instructions. Regularly maintain
guide rails in place. Don’t modify the machine or any your router and check that the machine and its power
of the accessories and make sure everything is in good cord are in safe condition. Any modification or alteraworking order, properly adjusted, and that workpieces tion made to your router may invalidate the manufacare always firmly clamped/held in place.
turer’s warranty.
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Basic Operations
Before you make any cuts, take a few minutes to
familiarize yourself with the basic Router Boss operations.

Workpiece positioning

Flush against base plate

The Router Boss holds the workpiece using a fixed
aluminum fence and an adjustable, cam-action clamping block. The clamping block has ratcheting teeth that
engage the toothed strip that runs down the center of the
sliding bar. Your work piece is held between the fixed
fence and clamping block by the cam action.

Fixed fence
Clamping block
Cam handle in down, clamped position

To clamp a workpiece, position it against the fixed
fence, making sure the end/edge fits squarely against
the underside of the base plate and the workpiece face
is flush against the machine face. With the cam handle
in the up/level position, slide the clamping block firmly
against the workpiece. Then rotate the handle down to
cam the clamping block firmly against the workpiece.
If the handle will not rotate, push the release button and
move the handle slightly right to engage the next set of
teeth.
To release the workpiece, lift the handle. To accommodate wider stock, push the button on the clamping
block to disengage the teeth and slide it to the right.

Plunge assist
kit installed

Straight edge
guide rail

Router plate
locking knob

Installing the guide rails

Guide rail

The assembled guide rails have a fixed straight
edge on one side and green variable angle wings on the
other. For most joinery cuts, place the straight edge
of the guide rails against the router plate. The variAlign router plate with base plate
able angle wings are primarily for dovetail sockets and
pins and their use is discussed in the sections on cutting Use straight edge guide rails for basic operations
through dovetails and half-blind dovetails. Attach the
guide rails to the base plate with socket head screws
Adjustable angle
and washers. With the screws installed loosely, set the
guide rail
router on the base plate between the rails and align the
front end of the router plate with the front edge of the
base plate. Install the router plate locking knob to keep
the router plate in position.
Next, slide one of the guide rails snugly against
the router plate and hold it there while tightening down
the guide rail mounting screws. Repeat the process for
the other rail. Now remove the locking knob and slide
the router back and forth to make sure it doesn’t bind
Use adjustable angle guide rails for dovetail operations
between the rails.

(front stop and bottom dust chute removed for clarity)
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Adjusting Cutting Depth
Because you’re using a plunge router with the
Router Boss, you can easily control the depth of the cut
by using the router’s plunge stop. For ease of use and
improved clearance, we recommend removing the multiple stop turret if your router is so equipped.
To set the depth of cut, clamp a workpiece in the
Router Boss and turn the crank handle to position the
piece directly under the bit. With the router off and unplugged, plunge the bit so it just makes contact with the
workpiece, then flip the router’s plunge lock lever to
hold the router in position.

Zero bit depth on top of workpiece

To set the router at a specific depth, for instance
3/8”, position a gauge bar or 3/8”-diameter drill bit under the stop bar, lower the stop and lock it in place. You
can also use a piece of stock as a gauge to perfectly
match the stock’s thickness.
TIP - When cutting finger joints or dovetail pins,
insert a business card under the stop along with the
gauge bar. That way, your pins will protrude ever
so slightly and can be sanded perfectly flush with
the face of the socket piece.
Use gauge bar to set plunge stop at precise depth

Release the plunge lock lever. Now when you
plunge the router to the stop, your cut will be the exact
depth you want.

Climb-cutting
If you’ve used a handheld router or a router table,
you know that making certain cuts, particularly across
the grain, usually results in chips or tear-out. This happens because the spinning router bit “lifts” the wood fibers as it cuts and when it reaches an unsupported edge,
the wood fibers lift and split instead of cutting cleanly.
As the bit gets dull, the problem becomes even worse.
With the Router Boss’s hand crank power feed capabilities, you can eliminate tear out by cutting clockwise around the workpiece, otherwise known as climb
cutting. In a climb cut, the bit is pulling itself into the
cut. If you were to try this on a router table, the bit
might snatch the workpiece out of your hand and could
potentially pull your fingers into the cutter.
Because the Router Boss holds the workpiece
firmly clamped in place, you can use the crank handle
to climb-cut the workpiece for a tear-out-free cut, so
12

Standard router
table method

Tear out

Climb cut with
power feed

No tear out

you no longer have to worry about tear-out. You can
also make climb cuts on dovetail and box-joint pins,
another place where traditional router jigs have problems. The Router Boss’ guide rail system and base plate
provide the needed support, and with both hands on the
router, you can easily control the cut.

A Bit about Bits
While you can use your existing bits with the
Router Boss, we suggest you consider our high-speed
steel dovetail bits and our solid carbide, spiral up-cut
straight bits to get the most out of your machine.
We recommend high-speed steel (HSS) dovetail bits for a number of reasons, particularly for use
in hardwoods. First, HSS is not as brittle as tungsten
carbide, so it’s less likely to chip or break. And while
it doesn’t hold an edge as long as carbide, high-speed
steel is much easier to resharpen.

The carbide-tipped bit on the left has a much wider
profile than the high-speed steel bit on the right. The
cutting angle is also steeper on the HSS bit, giving you
a cleaner, slicing cut.

The geometry of the bits is also different. Carbidetipped bits are typically “beefier” looking because they
need extra steel to back up the carbide cutters. HSS bits
can be “thinner” because the cutting edge is ground directly into the body of the bit. This also allows a greater
hook angle, so the bit can slice more cleanly through the
wood. This thinner profile also gives you more elegant
looking dovetails that more closely resemble hand-cut
dovetails.
For making straight cuts, we recommend using
solid-carbide, spiral up-cut bits for a different set of
reasons. First, these bits stay sharp much longer than
standard two-flute carbide or steel bits. Because the
cutting edge is spiraled, only a small portion of the bit
is in contact with the wood at any one time, so the bits
stay cooler and hold their edge longer.
The spiral cutting action also slices the wood more
cleanly and the cutting action lifts the chips out of the
cut, again helping to keep the bit cool. Cutting surfaces
on the end of the bit also allow you to plunge the bit
into the wood similar to a drill bit. This drilling action
and chip clearance makes cutting mortises a snap.
Our spiral up-cut bits are also extra long to allow
deeper cuts for mortises and cheek cuts on tenons. (See
the router bit selection chart on page 14.)

The standard two-flute 1/2” diameter carbide-tipped bit
on the left uses a chopping action while the solid-carbide up-cut bit on the right slices through the cut. The
length of the bits is also easy to compare.
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Router Bits
All with 1/2” Shanks

Bit Sets

Individual Dovetail Bits
M4 High Speed Steel

Angle

Width Cutting Length

Shank

CG18-494
10º

15/16

1 9/16

1/2

1 1/4

1/2

15/16

1/2

1

1/2

7/8

1/2

3/4

1/2

5/8

1/2

1/2

1/2

3/8

1/2

CG18-475
10º

17-130

3/4

32-145

3 Piece Up-cut Spiral

5 Piece Premium Dovetail

Solid Carbide - 1/4, 3/8, 1/2

M4 HSS - 1/4 through 9/16

CG18-456
10º

9/16

CG18-350
8º

1/2

CG18-344
8º

17-170

7/16

17-220 17-230

7 Piece Standard Dovetail

Vertical Panel Raiser

M2 HSS - 1/4 through 3/4

Carbide Tipped- 1-1/4 Diameter

CG18-338
8º

3/8

CG18-331
8º

5/16

CG18-325
8º

17-175

7 Piece TCT Dovetail
Carbide Tipped -3/8 through 13/16

1/4

32-100

Sharpen ﬂat side of
HSS and TCT bits with
a diamond hone

CG18-319
8º

3/16
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Finger Joints
For this demonstration, we’ll construct a simple
finger-joint box, showing how to cut finger joints in the
front, back and two side panels. The box is made from
1/2”-thick stock and measures 10” L X 5” W X 6” H.
All pieces were dimensioned square to uniform sizes
and thickness. Use the fixed aluminum guide rails.

Choose sides
For any project, you want the best faces exposed.
Once you’ve determined the best faces, place the front
and one side together with the best faces to the inside.
Mark an X on one edge, so the intersection of the X
aligns at the joint between the two boards. Then do the
same for the remaining side and the back.

Lay out the finger joints

Unlike most router finger jigs, you can lay out the
fingers in any pattern. We used one of the end pieces as
a pattern board and started with a 1/2” cut from each
edge, then made two additional 1” finger cuts spaced
about 1” apart.

Mount the Pattern Board
Clamp the pattern board in the Router Boss, making sure the marked end is squarely butted against the
bottom of the base plate and the face is flush with the
sliding bar. Use the crank handle to move the pattern
board below the bit. Install a 1/2”-diameter bit in the
router and lower the bit. Use the crank handle to align
the right edge of the bit with the right edge of the first
cut.
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Loosen the cursor on the left side of the sliding bar
and position it directly over the 0” mark on the scale.
(If you have the optional digital scale, press the “zero”
button). On a piece of paper, make a “Right” column
and a “Left” column. Write this reading down under
the right column.

TIP - The scale can be mounted outboard so the
zero mark on the ruler is not positioned under the
base plate. You can use any whole inch mark, such
as 3”, as your starting point. Just record the settings so you can replicate the cuts.
When using the manual scale, round to the nearest
32nd.

Now turn the crank to align the left edge of the bit on
the left edge of the next finger cut. Read the scale and
write this number in the left column. (Notice that the
digital scale also displays the nearest fractional inch.)

TIP - When using the digital scale, +/- .003 accuracy is more than sufficient for woodworking.
16

Turn the crank again to align the right side of the bit
with the right side of the finger cut. Read the scale and
write this reading in the right column.

Then repeat the process to establish left and right readings for the remaining finger cuts.

17

Prepare to Cut
Remove the pattern board from the Router Boss and
clamp it together with the other end piece. Position the
two side pieces and clamp them in the Router Boss.

With the bit “zeroed” against the end of the wood,
position one of the side pieces, plus a business card,
beneath the plunge stop and lock the plunge stop at
this depth.

Turn the crank handle so the cursor reads at the first
setting — 0” in our case (or “zero” on the digital
readout). Slide the router out so the bit is in front of
and clear of the workpiece. Plunge and lock the router
depth, make sure the bit is clear of the workpiece, then
start the router and push the bit through the workpiece
to make the first cut.

18

Now use the crank to move to the first left setting and
pull the router through, back to front. Turn the crank to
the next right setting and push the router through the
cut, front to back. Repeat this sequence to make all the
cuts.

Make left side cuts from back to front.

Make right side cuts from front to back.

Then flip the workpiece end-for-end, keeping the
index marks against the fence and repeat the entire
sequence, starting at the first right setting and working
through the left and right cuts. You’re now halfway
finished.

19

Before you can make the finger cuts in the mating side
pieces, you’ll need to do a little math. Because we
used a 1/2” bit to make the cuts, we’ll be adding or
subtracting that amount from our previous settings.
Since the scale reads in 32nds of an inch, we’ll use
16/32” which is equal to 1/2”. (For the digital scale,
it’s simply .500”)
Draw a line under your first set of numbers to indicate
these are the front and back pieces.
To get your initial RIGHT hand setting, SUBTRACT
the bit width (16/32) from the first LEFT hand setting
of 1 16/32”. [1 16/32 - 16/32 = 1]. Write 1” at the top
of the new right hand column.
To get the first LEFT hand setting, ADD 16/32 to the
first RIGHT hand setting of 0” [0 + 16/32 = 16/32”].
Continue to subtract and add to get the remaining settings.

Clamp the two side pieces together in the Router Boss
and turn the crank handle to the first LEFT cursor setting, in this case 0 16/32”. (On the digital scale, this
would be .500 +/- .003.)
Zero the bit on the workpiece and set your depth stop
setting, this time using one of the end pieces as a depth
gauge in your router’s depth stop.
Move the router behind the workpiece, plunge the bit,
lock the plunge mechanism, and make the cut from
back to front. Turn the crank handle to the first RIGHT
cursor setting and make this cut from front to back.
Proceed making the rest of the left and right cuts. Then
flip the workpieces end-for-end, and cut the remaining
fingers.
That’s it. The finger-joint portion of your box is complete.
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Through Dovetails
While dovetails are often considered a decorative
joint, they are also one of the strongest joints available which is why they are used most often in drawer
construction. The tapered pins of the drawer fronts and
backs fit into matching sockets in the sides and the resulting joint is very resistant to forces applied parallel
to the sides, such as when you pull out a heavily loaded
drawer. The same drawer made with finger joints would
likely pull apart over time.
The Router Boss specializes in cutting dovetails,
but unlike other dovetail jigs, you have complete con- Through dovetails make a strong joint, excellent for
trol over the bits you use and the size and spacing of use in drawers (we’ll add the bottom in a separate step)
the pins because there are no templates or guide bushings involved. And if you use our special high-speed
C
steel dovetail bits, you can create elegant joints that resemble hand-cut dovetail joints. (For more about bits,
see pages 13 and 14 in this manual).
We’ll show you a couple of different ways to lay
out and cut through dovetails, but all methods rely on
keeping the workpieces properly oriented during the layout and cutting operation. Otherwise, the parts won’t assemble correctly.
For this exercise, we’ll make a small drawer that
measures 12” long X 7” wide X 4” deep. Stock is 1/2”
poplar for the sides, 3/4” oak for the front and back. All
parts were dimensioned and square cut prior to starting.

Arrange the sides and end pieces as they’ll be in the
assembled box, then label the adjacent pieces at each
corner with the same letter, starting with “A” and working around the box. (Different stock shown for illustration purposes only)

Orient and Mark Up the Pieces
How you arrange the boards depends on how you
plan to use the box. For a decorative box, you’ll probably want the best faces on the outside. For a drawer,
you may want the best faces on the inside for the sides
and back. Select how you want the pieces arranged and
set them up to form the box.
Now rotate the front around against the corresponding side so the outside faces are against each other.
Clamp the pieces together and draw an “X” across the
top edges so the lines cross at the point where the faces
of the boards meet. Then repeat this step, marking up
the back and other side at the “C” corner. The marked
up box should look like the one at the top of this page
with the V-shaped “caret” marks pointing outward.

Rotate the front piece
around so it faces the
outside face of the corresponding side piece.
Clamp the pieces together
and mark an “X” on the top edge.
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Lay Out the Socket/Pin Centerlines
Traditional dovetail drawer joints have a half-pin
on each end, which means the sides will have a corresponding half-socket on each edge. For our first drawer,
we won’t worry about laying out our pins and sockets
that precisely. We’ll just “eyeball” a layout on the “A”
end of a side piece (at right) so you can see how the
Router Boss can cut perfect dovetail joints no matter
what the spacing.
We’ll be using a 7/16”-diameter dovetail bit to cut
the sockets. The layout marks we make represent the
center line of the socket cuts in the drawer sides, as well
as the center of the corresponding pins that will be cut Lay out a socket pattern on the end of one side piece
with each mark representing the center line of the
in the drawer front and back pieces.
dovetail bit. Position of the marks doesn't have to be
precise; the pattern just has to look right.

Positioning pins at 0
degrees

Set Up the Router Boss
First, you’ll need to install the adjustable guide
rails. Loosen the binding bolts and set the wings to 0
degrees. Align the fixed straight edge of the left hand
guide base flush with the edge of the base plate (as
shown in the inset) and tighten the mounting screws.
Slide the router plate against the left hand adjustable
wings, then loosely tighten the binding bolt. Now push
the right hand guide rail against the router plate and
tighten the mounting screws.
Finally, loosely tighten the right hand binding bolt.
If edge of right hand guide is not flush with base plate
then use a pencil to mark the location of the guide rail’s
fixed edge on the base plate. (Use this line to ensure that
the X-axis stays consistent between the socket and pin
cutting operations.)

Binding bolt

Align the fixed straight edge of the left guide rail with
the edge of the base plate.
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Index the Socket/Pin Centerlines
Clamp the pattern board in the Router Boss. Turn
on the laser cross hairs and turn the crank handle to
align the cross hairs on the left edge of the workpiece
(as shown at right). Don’t be concerned about getting
the laser exactly centered. Move the cursor on the left
hand side of the machine to read 0” on the front scale
(or push the “zero” button to reset the digital readout to
0.000”).

1

Turn the crank handle to position the cross hairs
on the first line. We want this to be slightly less than
half the diameter of our 7/16” dovetail bit (7/16 ÷ 2 =
7/32”). It’s difficult to accurately mark a pencil line to
a 32nd of an inch, so we can compensate for any error
we made in drawing our line. Since we want 6/32”, we
record that as our first pin/socket center reading. (Note:
Although we label the single cut end pins as half-pins,
we are cutting close to a full-width socket.)

2
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Turn the crank handle again, positioning the cross
hairs on the next mark. The cursor reading for our example is 1”. Then repeat the steps for the three remaining marks, writing down the rule marks (or digital reading) for each center line.

3

4

5

6
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Write down the settings as
you go. You’ll need these
so you can repeat the same
cuts.

Cut the sockets
With the cursor or DRO settings written down, we
can go ahead and cut the sockets. We’ll also use the
same settings later when we cut the pins.
If the drawer front and back are the same thickness, you can cut the sockets in both side pieces at the
same time, but you need to take care to keep the pieces
properly oriented using the caret marks you made earlier. Stack the two side pieces so the caret marks are on
the fixed-fence side and pointing toward the machine
face. The boards should be butted against the bottom of
the base plate and against the face of the machine.
Depth the dovetail bit
against the stock and lock it
in place. Use either the front
or back piece as appropriate to set the depth stop so
you’ll cut the sockets the
proper depth. (Inserting a
business card will let the
socket board pins stand just
proud of the surface of the ends so you can sand them
flush with the exposed face of the end piece.)

Orient the two side
pieces so the “A”
and “C” ends are
together and the caret
marks are on the same
side. Clamp the pieces
in the Router Boss so the
marks point toward the sliding
bar and are against the fixed fence.

Turn the crank to set the cursor (or digital readout)
back to the first setting -- 6/32” . Slide the router plate
back to the rear stop, plunge and lock the bit, making
sure the bit is clear of the stock. Then holding onto the
router, turn the router on and slowly pull it forward to
make the first half socket cut. Turn the router off, but
leave the bit down and in front of the stock.

Turn the crank handle to the second setting (1”),
then start the router and push it slowly back through
the stock. Then repeat these steps to make the remaining three cuts. (As you get more familiar with how the
Router Boss operates, you can leave the router on as
you move the stock between cuts.)
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To cut the sockets in the other end of the side
pieces, remove them from the clamp and cartwheel the
pieces end for end so the same face is against the sliding bar. DO NOT flip (somersault) them end-for-end.
The caret marks will be on the right-hand side now but
still pointing toward the sliding bar. Clamp the sides
back in the machine and repeat the same cutting procedure with the same cursor or DRO settings you used to
make the cuts in the first end.

Prepare to cut a test pin
To cut the pins, we’ll use the same cursor or DRO settings used to cut the sockets. However, you’ll need to
set the guide rail angle and switch to a straight bit. Use
the largest-diameter straight bit that will fit between
the narrowest distance between the sockets (as shown
right). For our drawer, the gap between the half-sockets on the edges of the drawer side and the next socket
is narrower than the intermediate gaps. A 3/8” diameter bit will just fit through this gap.

Cartwheel boards
end for end

Keep same face
against sliding bar

Socket board

Narrowest width between sockets

3/8” dia. bit

You’ll also need to know the pitch angle of the
dovetail bit you used. That determines to what angle
you set the adjustable wings. To find out the angle of
your bit, use a sliding bevel gauge to duplicate the angle of a socket, then use a protractor or our bevel board
to measure the angle (or use our digital protractor).
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Measure this angle

Set up the rails
We used an 8-degree, 7/16” diameter bit. Once
you know the angle of your dovetail bit, you can set the
adjustable guide rails. Loosen the binding bolt at the
center of each wing assembly, remove the positioning
pins and turn the wings to the desired angle, then reinstall the positioning pins.

Insert the wing locking pins in the correct angle holes.
Align router plate firmly against the front half of the left
guide and the back half of the
right guide, then loosely
tighten the binding bolts on
the adjustable wings.

Next, loosen the binding bolts, set the router on
the base plate and slide it between the adjustable guide
rails, twisting it so it fits firmly against the front half
of the left rail and the back half of the right rail (as
shown). Loosely tighten the binding bolts to keep the
wings in place, but don’t over-tighten them.
With the angle set, you’ll also need to locate the
guide rails in the proper position on the base plate to
make the pins the same width as the sockets. In the table below, find the dovetail bit that matches your dovetail bit’s angle and width, then select the setting that
matches the diameter of the straight bit you’ll use. This
is a trial setting that we’ll validate by cutting a test pin.
Our dovetail bit was 8° - 7/16” and we plan to use
a 3/8” straight bit to make the cuts, so the setting we
want is 73.5. Slide the guide rail bases, one at a time,
so the cursor on the fixed straight edge of the guide rail
is set to 73.5 on the base plate rule. Also make sure the
fixed edge of the left guide rail base stays aligned with
the left edge of the base plate and the fixed edge of right
guide rail stays aligned with your pencil line. (For more
settings, go to www.chipsfly.com/cutters/settings.html).

Dovetail Bit Angle - Width
8° - 3/16” (.188)
8° - 1/4” (.250)
8° - 5/16” (.313)
8° - 3/8” (.375)
8° - 7/16” (.438)
8° - 1/2” (.500)
8° - 11/16” (.688)
8° - 13/16” (.813)
10° - 9/16” (.563)
10° - 11/16” (.688)
10° - 3/4” (.750)
10° - 13/16” (.813)
10° - 15/16” (.938)

1/4”
39.5
45
51
56.5
62
68
84.5
96
58.5
67.5
72
76.5
85.5

Straight Bit Diameter
5/16”
3/8”
45
51
51
56.5
56.5
62
62
68
68
73.5
73.5
79
90.5
96
101.5
107.5
63
67.5
72
76.5
76.5
81
81
85.5
90
94.5

7/16”
56.5
62
68
73.5
79
84.5
101.5
113
72
81
85.5
90
99

1/2”
62
68
73.5
79
84.5
90.5
107.5
118.5
76.5
85.5
90
94.5
103.5
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Cut the Pins
Using a narrow piece of stock we’ll cut a test piece
to check the fit of our pins in the sockets we cut in the
side pieces. With the 3/8” straight bit in the router,
clamp the test stock against the fixed fence with the top
end butted against the base plate. Index the bit against
the top of the stock and use a side piece (plus a business
card) as a gauge to set the depth stop, then plunge the
router to the stop.

Twist the router plate so it’s against the front half
of the left guide rail and the rear half of the right guide
rail. With the bit behind and clear of the stock, turn on
the router and pull the bit forward through the stock,
making sure the router base stays firmly in contact with
the guide rails. This cuts the right face of the pin. CAUTION: The torque of the router starting up can twist
the router plate away from the guide rail wings. Be
sure to hold the router plate tightly against the wings
before you begin your cut and throughout the cutting
process.

Push router away from you

Pull router towards you

With the bit clear of the stock, twist the router so
the plate now rests against the front half of the right
guide rail and the back half of the left guide rail. Holding the router firmly against the rails, push the router bit
back through the stock to cut the left face of the pin.
If necessary, turn the power feed crank to move
the stock and pull the router back out to nibble away
any excess so you’re left with a single pin.

Waste

Pin should fit snugly with no visible gaps
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Remove the test pin board from the machine and
check the fit in the sockets you cut previously in the
side piece. The pin should fit snugly in the socket, but
not so tightly you risk cracking the stock. If the pin is
too loose, move the guide rails OUT (increase) .5 to 1
increment. If it’s too tight, move your guide rails IN
(decrease) .5 to 1 increment. You may want to cut another test pin to check your new setting before proceeding.

With a test pin that fits well, we can go ahead and
cut the pins in the drawer front and back pieces. Clamp
the front piece in the machine, making sure the caret
marks on the edge are against the fence and pointing
outward (opposite of the way the socket boards were
mounted).

Index mark
pointing out

Fence

Turn the crank handle so the cursor (or digital
readout) is at the first cursor or DRO — 6/32”. Because
this is a half pin, we’ll only make the RIGHT side cut.
Position the router (as shown at right) with the bit behind the stock, then pull the bit through.

Pull router towards you

Push router away from you

Cut 1

Start
at 5/32”

Cut 3

Move
to 1”

Cut 7

Cut 5

Move
to 2”
Cut 2

Now turn the crank handle to the second setting
(1”), twist the router to the opposite side, and push the
router back through the stock. Without changing the
setting, twist the router back to the other side and pull
it back through. You’ll basically do a crisscross pattern
like that shown below, making left and right cuts then
moving to the next center reading. On the final half-pin,
make only the LEFT side cut (Cut 8). (Depending on
the spacing, you may end up with waste stock between
pins -- carefully trim this away before moving to the
next setting.)

Move
to 3”
Cut 4

Move
to 3 27/32”
Cut 6

Cut 8
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Cartwheel
front piece

A

To cut the pins in the other end of the workpiece,
cartwheel the workpiece so the same face is against the
face of the machine. Your index mark should also still
be pointing out, but will be on the opposite (cam clamp)
side.

Dry fit the parts
To assemble the drawer,
place the parts in position
so the letter marks correspond and the caret
marks are all on the
top and point outward.
It may be necessary to
use a mallet to tap the
joints together.

To put a bottom in the drawer
box, you’ll
need to cut a groove in the inside bottom edge. It’s best
to place this in the center of a socket pin and stop the
groove short of each end so the groove isn’t exposed on
the assembled joint. With the box still assembled, mark
an “X” near the bottom edge on each piece.

Disassemble the drawer box and lay the parts out
with the inside faces (the ones with the Xs) facing up.
For most drawers, a 1/4”-thick plywood bottom panel
is used and is inset into a 1/4”-wide groove that’s 1/4”
deep. The 1/4” groove cut in the front and back pieces
will intersect the side pieces 1/4” beyond the bottom of
the socket cuts. So you’ll need to make stopped cuts in
the sockets — if you cut the groove all the way through
the side pieces, the groove would show. Measure and
mark the location of the starting and stopping points on
the side pieces. To cut the grooves, you’ll need to use
the Router Boss’ router table or mortising table.
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Mark an X on each piece

The Router Table
You can equip the Router Boss
with an optional router table, which
consists of a riser plate, in-feed and outfeed fences, a bristle brush featherboard
and plastic featherboard. The riser plate
mounts between the box beam and the
base plate. The fences attach to a T-slot
track on the riser plate and provide a
surface for the edge of the workpiece to
ride against while doing edge treatments
such as roundovers or chamfers. (You
can find plans to make your own router
table in Appendix 2).

Fixed guide rails
Out-feed
fence

In-feed fence

The bristle brush featherboard is
clamped between the fixed fence and
Router plate locking
Bristle brush featherthe clamping block and is centered diknob
board
rectly under the bit. This not only helps
keep the workpiece pushed firmly up
against the bottom of the base plate, it
helps guard your hands from getting close to the bit.
Once the bit is positioned with respect to the workThe plastic feather board mounts to the underside of the piece (Y-axis), use the router plate locking knob to hold
base plate and helps keep the workpiece firmly against the router firmly in place. We recommend you use the
the in feed and out feed fences. ALWAYS keep a tight aluminum guide rails which have a T-slot that allows
grip on the workpiece, hold it flat against the bottom of use of a stop block so you repeat cuts in the Y-axis.
the base plate and keep your hands well away from the
bit.

Cutting drawer bottom grooves
To cut a groove for the drawer bottom from the
previous page, position a drawer side flush against the
base plate and butted up against the in-feed/out-feed
fences. Turn the power feed crank so the feather board
brush (attached to the end of 2X6 stock) will be directly under the bit, push it snugly against the workpiece
and clamp it in place. Attach the plastic featherboard
with the knobs and slide it snugly against the edge of
the workpiece, then tighten the knobs.

Plastic featherboard

Workpiece clamped
to base plate
Bristle brush featherboard
centered under bit

Position the side piece so the mark you made on
the socket pin is visible. With a 1/4” bit installed in the
router, lower the bit and then adjust the position of the
router and the workpiece so the bit is centered on the
socket pin and the edge aligned with the pencil mark.
Tighten the router plate locking knob to hold the router
in this position. Then clamp the workpiece to the base
plate to hold it in position.
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To set the bit at the correct depth, use a 1/4” gauge
bar (or a 1/4” drill bit or
piece of 1/4” stock) to set
the router’s depth stop.

A plunge cut is required to start the stopped grove
and it’s best to leave the workpiece clamped to the base
plate. Turn on the router, plunge the bit into the stock
to the stop, lock the plunge, then turn off the router and
unclamp the stock.
To cut the groove, turn the router back on, then
hand feed the workpiece from LEFT to RIGHT. CAUTION: Don’t attempt to make a climb cut when handfeeding the stock. Only make climb cuts when the workpiece is firmly clamped and you can use the power feed.
Watch as you make the cut and
stop when you reach the pencil line at the other end. Turn
off the router and raise the
plunge mechanism to 		
remove the workpiece.
Then repeat the process for
the second side piece.
Because the groove in the front and back pin pieces is hidden by the sockets, you don’t need a stopped The optional mortising attachment holds stock flat, alcut. Simply readjust the brush featherboard to accom- lowing you to perform a variety of machining tasks.
modate the thicker stock, then lower the bit, lock the
plunge and run the front and back pieces through the
bit, making sure the X-marked faces are against the
base plate and closest to the fence.
An even better option for cutting stopped grooves
is the Router Boss’s optional mortising table. The table
mounts to the sliding bar via T-slot tracks so you can
accommodate a variety of sizes of stock. Because the
workpiece is held firmly in place (as shown at right),
you can plunge the bit then use the power feed to move
the stock past the bit to cut the groove. (Read more
about the mortising table on page 44).
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A series of T-slots in the mortising attachment and hold
down clamps allow you to work with stock in a variety
of widths.

More Dovetail Techniques
Now that you’ve got the basics down for cutting
dovetails, we’ll show you a couple of additional techniques. The first is a method for cutting evenly spaced
dovetails without marking up a pattern board.
As we mentioned earlier, the Router Boss lets you
cut dovetails in any layout. There may be times when
you want to have the dovetails evenly spaced across the
width of your stock. The width of your stock might be
an uneven size if, for example, you’re making an inset
drawer slightly smaller than the opening in the cabinet face frame. Calculating evenly spaced dovetails on
stock that’s 3 13/16” wide would be a real headache,
not to mention trying to mark them out.
With the Router Boss, you can do it relatively easily without even drawing layout marks. You’ll use the
built in scales (or digital readout) to accurately measure
the stock and then set evenly spaced sockets and pins.
Start by orienting and marking your stock as shown
on page 21 in the previous technique. (You’ll still need
to keep the stock properly oriented when making cuts.)
Clamp a piece of scrap stock the same width as
the drawer side in position, butting the end against the
base plate with the face against the sliding bar. Mount a
centering bit or any pointed bit in the router.
Use the hand crank to position the tip of the centering bit at the left-hand edge of the stock. You can
plunge the bit to touch the wood to check the position.
If it’s not already there, move the cursor on the left hand
front scale to 0” (or reset the DRO to 0.000”).
Now, turn the hand crank to move the stock so the
centering bit is positioned over the right-hand edge.
The front scale (or DRO) will then give you an accurate measurement of the width of the stock. Divide this
measurement by 2 and it will give you the centerline of
the stock. Turn the hand crank so the cursor is set at the
centerline measurement. Plunge the centering bit and
make a slight mark across the end of the stock.
Without moving the sliding bar, unclamp the stock,
rotate it so the outer face is now against the sliding bar.
Plunge the bit to check your centerline setting. If the
bit misses the scribed mark, make a second mark, then
turn the handcrank to split the difference between the
two lines. This should give you an accurate centerline

If your scribe marks don’t
align after rotating the
stock, split the difference to
get the centerline.
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for your stock. Finally, without moving the sliding bar,
reposition the cursor to a “full” inch mark on the front
scale. ” In our case, we used 3”.
Now switch to a dovetail bit. We used a 5/16” bit,
but you can use any size bit that generally matches the
thickness of the stock being used. (Avoid using a large
bit on thin stock as it will produce “stubby” sockets and
pins.) Depth the bit against the test stock and set your
router’s depth stop according to the thickness of the
end piece. Plunge the bit, turn on the router and make a
socket cut on the test board’s centerline,
Turn the router off but leave the bit in front of the
stock. Turn the hand crank to move the stock to the right
of the bit until you have a visually appealing tail width
between the bit and the center socket. Check the scale
and fine-tune the placement to an even mark. In our case,
we moved the stock 5/8” (or 20/32) to 3 20/32”. Write
down this new setting and make a second socket cut.
Then turn the handle so the bit is positioned the
same distance on the opposite side of your centerline
mark. In our case, 3” - 5/8” (or 20/32”) = 2 12/32”.
Because we’re placing our sockets the same distance
on either side of the 3” centerline setting, our spacing
will be even.
3” = Centerline
3” + 5/8” = 3 @)/32”
3” - 5/8” = 2 !@/32”
3” + 10/8” = 4 */32”		
3” - 10/8 = 1 @$/32”
3” + 15/8 = 4 @*/32”		
3” - 15/8 = 1 $/32”
To repeat this 5/8” spacing we continue to move
an additional 5/8” inch away on either side of the centerline, writing down the settings as we go. If your last
socket is too narrow (and the corresponding pins), turn
your test board end-for-end and make your socket spacing slightly smaller (1/16” less), but continue to use
your previous centerline setting.
When you’re satisfied with the spacing of the sockets, clamp the two side pieces together in the machine,
orienting as you did previously (“A” and “C” ends together and carets pointing toward the sliding bar).
Since you have the settings written down, you can
start with the lowest and progress through to the highest. To
avoid confusion, just recopy the settings and put them in the
proper order. The rest of the process is exactly the same as
the previous example for cutting sockets and pins.
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5/8”
4 @*/32”

5/8”

4 */32”

5/8”

3 @)/32”

5/8”
CL

3”

5/8”

2 !@/32”

5/8”
1 $/32”

1 @$/32”

Cutting Matched Pin Dovetails
In the dovetail methods we’ve shown so far, the
pattern on the opposite end of the front and back pieces
reverses itself because we’re cartwheeling the pieces.
This is not noticeable with a symmetrical layout, but
there are times when the pattern needs to be the same
on both ends of the pin boards. One practical application of this is making lidded boxes. It’s much easier to
cut the joints in the stock first, then cut the lid from the
assembled box.
To avoid a reversing pin pattern, we’ll use a different set of settings for each end of the pin boards. However, we’ll only use one set of settings for the socket
boards because we’ll somersault them end-for-end instead of cartwheeling them. For this procedure, we’ll
also use the white story board inserts instead of the
front scales or digital readout. Using the story boards
is quick and easy, especially if you’re making multiple
copies of the same piece. There are no numbers to write
down or remember; you simply line-up the cursor to a
pencil mark and make the cut.
We’ll make our box from 1/2”- thick stock and the
sides and ends are 4” square. The “body” of our box
will be 3” high and the “lid” 7/8” high (the extra 1/8” is
for the table saw blade kerf when we cut the lid free).
The body will have two pins/sockets and the top will
have one pin/socket at each corner.
Start by labeling the pieces as shown above right,
marking the outside faces of adjoining pieces at one corner with the letter A and working your way around the
box. The two end pieces (pin boards) should be labeled
A-B and C-D and the two side pieces (socket boards)
should be labeled A-D and B-C.
With the pieces labeled, mark the location of the pin
centers on one end of one of the socket boards. For our
box, we marked the pin centers at 1”, 2” and 3 1/2” on the
A-D board. The layout doesn’t have to be precise, it just
needs to look right.
Mount the A-D board with the labeled face out.
Start with the “A” end pointing up. Mount a centering
bit in the router (or use the laser crosshairs) then use
the power feed handle to position it on the first layout
mark.
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With the centering bit positioned on the mark,
align the left-hand sliding bar cursor at a convenient
point over the white story board insert and make a pencil mark along the outside edge. (It’s easy to make a
mark here on the white story board and easier to see,
especially if your shop lighting isn’t the best. The Router Boss’s cursors are also notched so you can make a
pencil mark on the aluminum face of the box beam and
leave the scales installed. )
Make pencil marks along the outside edge of the cursor. You’ll also use this same edge when realigning the
cursor to make your cuts. (Note - the sliding bar was
moved slightly here to better show the pencil mark.)

Move the centering bit to the other layout marks,
marking the storyboard at each setting. However, you’re
only half done and this is where we introduce the second set of settings for the pin boards.

Begin by turning (rotating) the socket board so the
same end is against the base plate, but with the “A”
face now against the sliding bar. Again align the
router centering bit with each marked pin centerline, but this time, mark the right-hand
story board.
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Cutting the Matched Sockets
With both story boards marked, you’re ready to
cut the sockets boards. To make the socket cuts, the
variable angle guide rails should be set to “zero” (refer
to page 22 for full details on how to do this).

Positioning pins at 0
degrees

Install a dovetail bit in the
router, then use one of the pin board
pieces to set the router depth stop. Cut
the sockets using the left-side storyboard marks. Because the sockets are a straight cut, you can somersault
the boards and use the same set of storyboard marks to
cut both ends.

Once you’ve cut the sockets in one end, somersault the boards end-for-end (DO NOT CARTWHEEL)
and cut the sockets in the other end. The pattern will run
the same way on both ends of the boards.
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Cutting the Matched Pins
To help avoid confusion when you get ready to
cut the pins, you may want to realign the corresponding
side and end pieces and trace the outline of the sockets onto the pin boards. This will give you a reference
guide so you can be certain to cut the pins correctly.
The technique for cutting the pins is also the same
as regular through dovetails. The exception here is
you’ll use the story board marks on the left-hand side
to cut the pins on the “A” and “C” ends and the righthand story board marks to cut the pins in the “B” and
“D” ends.

Start by mounting the A-B front piece in the Router Boss with the “A” end pointing up and the marked
face facing away from the machine. With a 3/8” spiral
or straight bit mounted in the router, turn the crank to
move the cursor to each pencil mark on the left-hand
storyboard and cut the pins as shown on pages 28 and
29.
When finished with the pins on the “A” end, cartwheel the board with the “B” end up. This time however, use the marks on the right-hand storyboard. With
these pins cut, repeat the sequence for the other pin
board, using the left-hand storyboard for the “C” end
and the right-hand storyboard for the “D” end.
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Cutting mortises
and tenons

You saw a couple of ways to cut grooves in flat
stock when we put the bottom panel in a drawer (see
pages 31 and 32), but there are times you need to cut
grooves in the edge of a piece of stock, such as in rails
(horizontal top and bottom pieces) and stiles (vertical
side pieces) on a paneled door. In this section we’ll
show how to cut the grooves, mortises and tenons for a
paneled door. The mortising techniques we show can
also be used for other projects such as mortising a table leg to accept a tenoned apron rail or stretcher. With
every mortise, you’ll need to cut a matching tenon to
complete the joint. The Router Boss handles these tasks
with precision and ease.
To cut panel grooves or mortises, you’ll need a
flat clamping surface to hold the stock You can build
a simple mortising rail like the one shown here. Later
we’ll show you how to perform these same operations
even easier with our optional mortising table (see pages
44-48).
Depending on the project, the mortise may be centered on the edge of the stock or, on thicker stock, may
be offset to one side. For our panel rails and stiles, we’ll
center the mortises.

Shop-built mortising
rail. For detailed plans,
turn to Appendix 3.

Lay out the mortises

Paneled doors, whether flat or raised panel, typically have a 1/4” wide X 1/4” deep groove centered on
the edge of 3/4” thick rails and stiles. So the mortise
we cut will also be 1/4” wide. The mortises are cut in
each end of the stiles and our first step is to lay out the
mortises on the stile stock. Use a square or a mortising
gauge to mark the sides and ends of the mortises.

Clamp the stock to the work holder or mortising table, making sure the top edge is butted squarely
against the underside of the base plate. Turn the power
feed crank to position the stock under the router. With a
1/4” diameter bit installed in the router, move the router so the bit is centered between the mortise lines you
marked. Then tighten the router plate locking knob to
secure the router.
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Cut the grooves
At this point, we can go ahead and cut the groove
for the panel. Use a 1/4” gauge bar or similar-sized
drill bit to set the depth stop to make a 1/4” deep cut.
Turn the crank handle to move the stock clear of the
bit, plunge the router and turn it on. Then use the power
feed crank to move the stile past the bit and cut the
groove. When you reach the end of the stile, you can
reverse directions to clean up the groove and remove
any chips from the groove. If you have multiple rails
and stiles, go ahead and cut grooves in all of them at
this time without changing the machine setup.

TIP - Because the groove may not be in the exact
center of the stock, you should mark the face
on all your boards and cut all the grooves with
the marked face oriented the same way, such as
against the mortising rail.

Cut the mortises
Leave the router plate and plunge mechanism
locked in position and use the crank handle to position
the bit so the edge of it aligns with the marked edge of
the first mortise. Reset your depth stop to the depth of
the mortise, in this case 3/4”. (You may need to stack
gauge blocks to get the required depth.)
NOTE: To perform the next step, you’ll need a
spiral up-cut bit capable of making “drill-like” plunge
cuts.
With the bit edge aligned with the mortise edge,
plunge the router to the stop, then lift the bit above the
stock. Turn the crank to align the bit with the other end
of the mortise and plunge it to the full depth. These two
cuts establish each end of the mortise. It would be too
much to cut the entire mortise in one pass, so make incremental shallow cuts (about 1/4”), using the crank
handle to feed the stock back and forth past the bit,
making the cuts progressively deeper, but always stopping shy of the two full plunge cuts you made initially.

TIP - It is much easier to incrementally plunge the
bit if you have installed our plunge assist kit.
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The mortise you’ve just cut has rounded corners
but tenons are typically square-cut. While you can
round the edges of the tenon, we suggest cutting the
corners of the mortise square. It’s simple to do with a
chisel, the joints fits tighter and the chisel’s cutting edge
is “hidden” inside the mortise so the danger from slips
is minimized. Repeat the above steps to complete all of
the mortises in the stiles.

Cutting the tenons
Tenons are cut in the ends of the rails and the
thickness of the tenon needs to match the width of the
mortise.With the Router Boss, there’s no need to mark
the layout of the tenon. Instead, you use the groove you
cut previously to position the bit properly, making sure
the marked faces are oriented the same way as when
you cut the grooves.
To cut the tenons, you’ll need to set up the Router
Boss with the fixed fence and clamping block. Clamp
the rail stock against the fixed fence, making sure the
end is butted against the bottom of the base plate and
the marked face is squarely against the face of the machine.

3/8” dia. bit aligned
with edge of groove

You can use the 1/4” bit that you previously used
to cut the grooves, but to cut the tenon cheeks, we recommend switching to a beefier bit that’s less likely to
flex. Visually align the edge of the bit with one edge of
the groove, then tighten the router plate locking knob.
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You’ll also need to set the depth stop for the tenon.
The mortise we cut is 3/4” deep, but we also need to
take into account the 1/4” deep groove, so the overall
tenon length needs to be 1” or slightly less to allow for
glue.

Use the crank handle to move the stock clear of
the bit, plunge the router and lock it in place. Turn the
router on and use the crank handle so as to cut from
left to right as shown at right. (This climb cut results in
virtually no tearout.)

Precision stop

Before cutting the other cheek, we need to set a
stop on the aluminum rails so we can repeat this cut
for the other tenons. With the router plate still locked
down, slide one of the green plastic stops or a microadjustable precision stop in the guide rail T-slot and
against a stop rod inserted in the router’s edge guide
mounting holes and tighten the stop down. (Note that
by turning the barrel on the adjustable stop, you will be
able to make minor adjustments in the position of the
bit — a quarter turn is 1/4mm or 1/100th inch.)
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Adjustable barrel

Stop rod

With the stop positioned, we’ll use it to position
the bit to cut the other cheek of the tenon. Loosen the
router plate locking knob and slide the plate away from
the stop far enough to insert gauge bars. In our case,
we’re using a 3/8” diameter bit so a 3/8” gauge bar
plus a 1/4” bar for the thickness of the tenon (to match
our mortise) should position the bit correctly to cut the
other cheek. You can use one of the green router plate
stops with the knob and a 1/4” oval nut (supplied with
your machine) to act as a stop for this setting. Finally,
retighten the router plate locking knob.

Gauge bars

Precision stop

Router stop rod

Router plate stop
with oval nut

Move the stock clear of the bit, turn the router on
and turn the power feed crank so as to cut the front
tenon cheek. Check the fit of the tenon in the mortise,
making sure the tenon fits snugly, but also that the faces
of the rail and stile pieces are flush. If you need to make
minor adjustments, turn the precision stop’s adjusting
barrel in or out to put the tenon cheek further or closer
to the edge respectively. If you move this stop, you’ll
need to reset the other stop by using the gauge bars as
you did before.
When you’ve got the tenon fit fine-tuned, you’ll
need to cut a “haunch” so the tenon will nest in the
groove on the stile. Measure the distance that the mortise is inset from the end of the stile and mark the end
of the tenon. We need to raise the bit by 1/4”, so insert
a 1/4” gauge bar below the depth stop to raise the bit,
loosen the router plate locking knob and cut up to the
line you marked. To cut the tenon on the opposite end
of the rails, cartwheel the workpiece end for end so the
same face is against the machine. Then use the stops
you set previously to repeat the tenon cuts.
Haunch

Haunch fills and
hides the groove

Since all the glue strength is in long grain to long grain
(tenon cheeks), and not in the end grain of the stile, it’s OK to
eyeball the haunch cut and make it slightly oversized.
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Mortising Table
The Router Boss mortising table lets you quickly
make both mortise and tenon cuts using the same basic
machine setup (a significant advantage over our shopmade mortising rail), but there’s much more it can do.
The removable top plate can be mounted vertically to
the sliding bar, allowing a wide variety of machining
options. Much of this flexibility stems from a series
of five T-slot grooves that allow a number of different
clamps and hold downs to position the work piece. The
plate also has holes for plastic guide pins that allow you
to position the workpiece at angles of 0, 15, 22.5, 30
and 45 degrees.

Setting Up the Table
To set up the mortising table, start by mounting
the vertical T-slot rails to the sliding bar using 1/4” -20
X 1 1/4” flat head socket screws. Use the thinner of the
aluminum shim plates to provide clearance between the
rails and the box beam. Mount one rail to the sliding
bar using the second set of mounting holes from the left
end. Mount the other rail to the sliding bar using the
fifth set of holes (from the left end).
NOTE: If you plan to use the mortising table with
the router table riser plate installed, you’ll need to drill
and countersink a second set of mounting holes in the
rails -- see Appendix 4 for instructions on how to do
this -- and use both thick and thin shims.)

Before mounting the mortising table, attach two
of the long dual-tapped T-track bars to the spine using
flange-head socket screws at the top and the studded
plastic knob at the bottom (see inset). Leave the screws
and knobs loose for now.

Using your thumbs to hold the socket screws (see
photo at right), slide the T-track bars into the slot on
the rails (get the left one started then slide the right one
along the slot in the spine to line it up). Slide the table
up, then tighten the knobs to hold the table in place.
Don’t tighten the top flange-head screws at this time.
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Making a Paneled Door
To show the versatility of the mortising table, we’ll
construct a rail and stile paneled door with mortise and
tenon joints where the rails and stiles meet, similar to
the one on page 39. The mortises will be cut in the vertical stiles and the tenons cut on the ends of the rails.
Because this is a paneled door, both the rails and stiles
will also have a 1/4” X 1/4” groove along the inside
edges to accept the panel. All stock is 3/4” X 1 1/2”
wide.

Laying Out the Mortises
Start by laying out the mortises on the stiles. First
mark the location of the edge of the rail, 1 1/2” from
the end. Then mark the location of the mortise, 1/4” in
from this mark and from the end of the stile. You can
save time by laying out both stiles at once. Also, mark
an “X” index mark on one face of each rail and stile.
Always place this “X” mark toward the vertical spine
of the mortising table to keep pieces properly oriented.

Cutting the Grooves and Mortises
With mortises laid out on each end of both stiles,
you can cut the 1/4” grooves that receive the panel in
the edges of the rails and stiles. Mount one stile on the
mortising table with the marked edge facing up. Turn
the hand feed crank handle so the mortising table is
extended to the left side. Position the table clamping
blocks in the appropriate T-slot so the pad of the clamp
can be snugged against the stile, then tighten down the
knobs. Use a screwdriver to tighten the pads against the
workpiece so it won’t slip during the machining steps.
With the stile clamped to the table, turn the crank
so the stile is positioned under the base plate, loosen the
spine knobs and push the table up so that the top edge
of the stile is butted squarely against the bottom face
of the base plate. Tighten the knobs, then use an Allen
wrench to tighten the flange-head screws.
With a 1/4” diameter bit still installed in the router,
turn the crank handle to position the mortise under the
bit, align the edge of the bit with the edge of the layout
line that represents one end of the mortise. Set the depth
stop on the router for slightly deeper than the length of
the tenon, in our case 3/4”.
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Turn on the router and plunge the bit, then raise
it clear of the wood, and turn off the router. Turn the
crank so the edge of the bit aligns with the other mark,
then make a similar plunge cut. With the “ends” of the
mortise cut, turn the crank and make additional plunge
cuts to remove the bulk of the stock between the holes.
Then plunge and lock the router at full depth and turn
the crank to trim away any remaining stock and smooth
the sides of the mortise. Turn the crank until the layout
for mortise in the other end of the stile is below the bit,
or loosen the clamping blocks and slide the stock, then
repeat the above steps to cut that mortise. Then mount
the second stile and cut the mortises in it.

Because the ends of the mortises are rounded and
the tenons will be square, it’s easiest to use a chisel
to square up the ends of the mortises, placing the flat
against the marked line.
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Cutting the Tenons
NOTE: For this procedure you’ll need the optional UTC clamp to be mounted in right elongated
slot on the underside of the mortise table.

With the groove cut in the rails, we’ll use the
groove as a guide to cut the tenons for precise alignment. Clamp one of the rails against the MDF tenoning
fence (see Appendix 5) so the rail extends through the
hole in the mortising table and butts against the bottom
of the base plate. Adjust the clamp so it holds the workpiece firmly against the table. An auxiliary clamp can
help keep the rail butted tightly against the fence.
TIP - It’s best to start with a scrap piece of stock
with the same dimensions as your rails and use
it to cut a test tenon so you can fine-tune the fit
before cutting your actual rail pieces.

Position the rail beneath the router, unlock the
router plate locking knob and slide the router out so
the bit aligns with the edge of the groove. Tighten the
router plate locking knob, then make a shallow test cut
to check your settings and adjust as necessary. When
you’ve got the setting correct, set a stop so you’ll be
able to replicate the cheek cut. Then repeat these steps
for the other cheek cut, setting a stop.

TIP - You can also use gauge blocks to set up
stops for the cheek cuts. With the router still
locked in the position used to cut the mortise and
grooves, insert a gauge block the thickness of the
bit between the router stop rod and the stop block.
Then move the gauge block to the other side of the
rod to set the stop for the back cheek cut.
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With the stops set to cut the cheeks, use the gauge
bars to set the router depth stop to the exact length you
want the tenon to be (3/4” in our case). Turn the crank
to move the workpiece to the left of the bit, plunge the
router and lock it in place. Move the router stop rod to
the outer (closest to you) stop, then tighten the router
plate lock knob. Turn the router on, then slowly feed the
stock into the bit.
CAUTION: Be observant of the position of the
bit in relation to the tenoning cutout in the mortise
table to avoid cutting into the aluminum table.

When you’ve cut the front cheek, move the bit
clear of the stock, loosen the router plate locking knob
and slide the router so the stop rod fits against the inner
(furthest from you) stop, tighten the plate lock knob,
then turn the crank slowly to make the rear cheek cut.

Using a gauge bar, raise the bit 1/4”, and tighten
the router plunge lock (but don’t reset the depth stop).
Loosen the router locking knob, reposition the router
and use the crank handle to nibble away stock to cut a
haunch in the tenon to the proper width.
Check the fit of the tenon in the mortise, and also
make sure the sides of the rails and stiles are flush. You
can use the micro-adjustment barrels on the precision
stops to fine-tune the fit. When you’re satisfied with
the fit of the tenon, use the stops and repeat the steps
to make the cheek cuts in all your rails. When you cut
the tenons on the opposite end of a rail, cartwheel the
workpiece end-for-end so the same face (with the “X”
index mark) butts against the table. Then repeat the
cheek cutting steps for the other end of the rail.
We’ll show you how to make raised panels shortly,
but first, we want to show you a couple of variations
of this technique that demonstrate the versatility of the
Router Boss.
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Frame and Panel Door
with Mitered Half-Lap
Joints
Another option that is also a strong joint but
doesn’t require cutting mortises or tenons is a mitered
half-lap joint. While this joint would be difficult to cut
on a table saw, it’s easy with the Router Boss because
all cuts can be made on the mortising table top and the
only required measurement is for the size of the door.
Plus, you can see the cut as you make it and have precision control using the hand crank power feed and guide
rail stops.
Since the corners are mitered, both the rails and
stiles must be the same width and the width cannot be
greater than the cutting length of your bit.
To make this door, follow the same steps you used
to cut the panel grooves in the rails and stiles (see page
40). We used 3/4” thick stock and centered the groove
on the edge. Length of the stock is easy to determine.
The length of the stiles is equal to the door height and
the length of the rails is equal to the door width. For an
inset door, you may want to make all lengths 1/8” less
to provide a uniform 1/16” gap around the edges. Or
you can trim the door after glue up.

Start by marking a 45 º miter on both ends of all
the stiles and rails. While you’re at it, mark the width
of the stile across the rail, keeping the edge of the stile
flush with the end of the rail.

To make this joint, mount the mortising table top
plate in the vertical position. Instead of the fixed fence,
we’ll use the plastic guide pins to position the stock.
Set the guide pins for a 45 º angle to left. Mount a stile
so the groove faces up, the opposite edge is against the
pins and the top corner is butted against the base plate.

Pins set at 45 º

Corner against base
plate
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With a 1/4” bit still mounted in the router, move
the stock to the right of the bit and set the router depth
stop with the bit at the lower corner of the stile and your
pencil mark.

Next, raise the bit and move the stock to the left of
the bit, then align the bit with the groove you cut previously. Tighten the router plate locking knob. Before
making any cuts, you need to set stops at 1/4” to either
side of the router stop rod. We’ll use these stops to position the router for subsequent cuts.

With the bit position set, turn the router on and
feed the stock past the bit from left to right using the
hand crank power feed. By cutting in this direction, it
keeps pressure against the pins so the stock doesn’t lift.
When you’re finished, you should have an angled slot
across the end of the stile that matches the groove you
cut earlier. You’ll need to make the same cut in the end
of the other stile and one end of each of the rails. Make
sure the marks are visible and the groove is oriented
upward. Then move the guide pins to a 45º right setting and make the cut in the opposite end of each of the
stiles and rails, keeping the same board face against the
face of the machine. Then move the router to the rear
(away from you) stop and repeat the cuts so you end up
with the back 1/2” of the stiles and rails mitered.
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With mitered cuts made on the rear 1/2” of all the
rails and stiles, it’s time to make the other half of the
half-lap cut in the rails only. To do this, move the guide
pins to the 0 º (vertical) setting. Clamp a rail against the
pins with the end butted against the base plate and the
mitered cut against the machine face.
Move the router to the front (closest to you) stop
and tighten the router plate locking knob. Set the router
bit depth to the line you drew across the rail earlier.
Because this is a deep cut, it’s best to make it in two
passes. Move the stock to the left of the bit and feed it
past the bit from left to right. Repeat this cut for both
ends of both rails

Set bit depth
to match
pencil mark
on rail

End against
base plate

Pins set
at 90 º
First pass

Stile

Dry assemble the frame and check the fit. Note the
stile overlaps the rail on the front side for a traditional
looking mortise and tenon joint while it looks like a
mitered corner from the back side (inset).

Rail

Stile

Rail
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Frame and Panel
with Mitered Sticking

Coping cut

A more decorative way to create raised panel doors
Stile
is to use a stick and cope router bit set. The sticking bit
not only cuts the groove to receive the panel, it puts a
decorative edge on the rails and stiles. A coping bit is
then used to cut a mating pattern in the ends of the rails
Sticking cut
so they fit neatly into the stiles. While neat, the joint
between rail and stile isn’t necessarily strong (especially on larger doors), since it relies primarily on a tenon
A joint made with a cope
that’s only a 1/4” long — the depth of the groove.

But what if you could combine the decorative features of the sticking bit with the strength of a longer
tenon? By mitering the portion of the sticking where
the rails and stiles meet, you can add a deeper/longer
and much stronger mortise and tenon joint and get the
best of both worlds. The Router Boss makes it a breeze
to make the necessary cuts and eliminates making the
coping cut across the end grain of the rails altogether so
you only need to use the sticking bit.

Rail

and stick router bit set
(above) has a short tenon
cut in the end of the rail. A
mitered sticking joint has a
much longer tenon that fits
into a mortise cut in the stile,
resulting in a much stronger
joint

Rail

Stile

With any frame and panel technique, you want to
carefully size the rails and stiles to match the door opening. For an overlay door, the door overlaps the opening
by 3/8” on each side and the top and bottom. For inset
doors, you want the door to fit in the opening with a
uniform 1/16” gap on each edge.

TIP - For inset doors, you can cut the stock for the
rails and stiles slightly wider, assemble the door,
then trim it to fit the opening exactly. You can even
compensate for an opening that’s slightly out of
square.

For this technique, you need to size the rails to
allow for the longer tenons on each end, but also take
into account the width of the “sticking” that’s trimmed
off the stiles. Use the formula at right to determine the
proper length.
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A = Stile width
B = Sticking width
C = Tenon length
D = Door width
L = Rail length
L = D - 2A + 2B + 2C

For this technique, we’ll do most of the steps with
the mortising table top plate mounted in the vertical position on the sliding bar. We’ll also install the router
table riser and fences. To get sufficient clearance and
to align the face of the top plate with the router table
fence, use both the thick and thin spacers when mounting the plate to the sliding bar.

Router table riser
with fences installed

Spacers
Top plate mounted vertically with spacers between
top plate and sliding bar

To provide good support for the workpieces when
making the sticking cuts, we used the optional twin
featherboard available from the Craftsman Gallery to
hold the rails and stiles firmly against the underside of
the base plate. A single featherboard mounted to the underside of the base plate holds the workpieces against
the router fence.
Twin featherboard

Install the sticking bit in the router
and adjust the router table fences so they
just clear the bit. Use a straight edge
to get the bearing of the bit flush with
the fences, then tighten the router plate
locking knob. To set the bit depth, slide
a workpiece into place against the base
plate, then lower the bit so the groove cutter portion of the bit is on top of the workpiece, and lock the plunge at this depth. Since we
want the 1/4” wide groove centered on our 3/4” thick
stock, use a 1/2” gauge bar to set the router depth stop.
Plunge the bit to depth stop, turn the router on and
feed a test piece of stock that matches your rails and
stiles past the bit from left to right, making sure the
workpiece is held flat against the base plate throughout
the cut. For safety, use a push stick to keep your fingers
well away from the bit. If you’re satisfied with the test
piece, go ahead and make the sticking cuts in both the
rails and stiles with the best face up.
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Cut the Tenons
With the sticking cuts made in both rails and stiles,
it’s time to cut the tenons in the ends of the rails. For
this step, you’ll need to mount the fixed fence to the top
plate, checking to make sure it’s mounted squarely to
the plate. Clamp the test piece you cut earlier against
the fence with the end butted against the underside of
the base plate.

Next, install a 1/4” straight bit in the router. Move
the router plate so the bit aligns with the groove you cut
previously with the sticking bit, then tighten the router
plate locking knob.

For the tenon cheek cuts, set stops on the guide rail
on both sides of the router stop bar, using a 1/4” gauge
bar to position the stops a 1/4” from either side of the
stop bar. Then use gauge bars to set the plunge depth for
the length of the tenon, 1” in our case.
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With the stops set, loosen the router plate locking
knob and slide the router to the “outer” (front) stop, then
retighten the router plate locking knob. It’s advisable
to make the cheek cut in two passes. Move the stock to
the left of the bit, plunge the router about halfway to
the depth stop, turn it on and use the hand feed crank to
feed the stock past the bit. Raise the router, move the
stock back, then plunge the bit to the stop and cut the
rest of the tenon.

Raise the router, loosen the router plate locking
knob and move the router to the “inner” (rear) stop.
This time, start with the stock to the right of the bit,
then plunge the bit and repeat the two-pass cutting process, using the hand feed crank to move the stock past
the bit.

Finally, loosen the router plate locking knob and
use the bit to trim away 1/4” (or the proper tenon offset)
from the outer edge of the tenon (opposite the groove).
Check the fit of the test tenon in the groove of the stile
and adjust the stops if necessary. Then cut the tenons in
both ends of both the rails.
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Trim the sticking
With the tenons cut, it’s time to turn our attention
to the stiles. First, we need to trim the sticking portion
of the stiles where they will intersect the rails. With the
work pieces face up, Lay a rail across each end of the
stiles with the outer edge of the rail flush with the end
of the stile, then mark the inside edge of the tenon on
the stile.

With the fixed fence still in place, clamp each of
the stiles to the mortising table top plate and carefully
trim away the sticking portion of the stile so it’s flush
with the bottom of the groove and just to the marked
line. For very large doors, this operation and the following step could be performed on a band saw.

Mitering the sticking
Before we cut the mortises, which will require installing the mortising table top plate in the horizontal
position, we’ll make the miter cuts on the sticking. For
this step, install the yellow plastic guide pins in the top
plate for a 45 º angle. Use a combination square to mark
the 45 º miter on the rails and stiles.

On the rails (left) mark the miter where the sticking
intersects the tenon. On the stiles (above), mark the
miter where the sticking ends.
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With the miters marked, mount a rail against the
pins with the corner of the tenon butted against the underside of the base plate. Install a 1/2” diameter bit in
the router and set the depth to cut just shy of the pencil
line. Turn the router on and use the hand feed crank to
feed the stock into the bit and carefully trim the miter
as marked. Adjust the depth as necessary. Then repeat
these steps for the remaining rail miters.

Pins set at 45 º

Repeat the above process with the stiles, butting
the corner of the stile against the base plate.
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Cut the Mortises
Using the mortising table setup found on pages
44-45, mount a stile in the mortising table. Mount a
1/4” diameter bit in the router and position the bit so
it aligns with the groove you cut earlier with the sticking bit. With the bit aligned, tighten the router plate
locking knob. To allow room for glue and ensure the
tenon doesn’t bottom out, set the bit depth for 1/16”
inch deeper than the length of the tenon. In our case, the
tenon was 1” long so we use gauge bars that are equal
to 1 1/16”.

Mark a location 1/4” from the end of the stile to
represent the end of the mortise. The other end is where
the mitered sticking intersects the flat part of the stile.
Turn the router on, make full plunge cuts at each end,
then cut the rest of the mortise in a series of incremental
cuts with the plunge assist bar and the hand crank to
feed the stock back and forth past the bit in progressively deeper cuts. Once the mortises are routed in both
ends of each stile, use a chisel to square up the ends.

Dry-fit the frame together and trim the tenons if
necessary. When fitting the panel (see the next page for
more on panels) to fit the frame, cut the panel slightly
undersized to allow for expansion, especially if your
panel is solid wood instead of plywood. When you assemble the door, glue the two rails to one of the stiles,
slide the panel in place — but don’t glue it — then
apply glue to the remaining mortises and tenons and
clamp the door together.
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Door Panels
Frame and panel doors can be made with either
flat or raised panels. Flat panel doors typically have
1/4” plywood for the panel.
Raised panels are made from thicker stock and
feature a raised field that is typically on the same plane
as the front face of the rails and stiles. You can use
a number of methods to create raised panels, but the
Router Boss excels at producing perfectly cut panels
using vertical panel-raising bits.
The Router Boss’s ability to safely make climbcuts using the hand crank power feed means that you
can cut across the grain without tearout. With the top
plate mounted in the vertical position, you have a large
area on which to clamp door panels.
To cut raised panels on the Router Boss, install the
router table riser and fences and the mortising table top
plate mounted vertically. Depending on the size of the
panel to be cut, install the fixed fence or use multiple
clamps to hold the panel blank to the top plate.
When cutting a raised panel, make the cuts in multiple passes, making the end cuts across the grain first,
then the cuts with the grain. Start with the bit to the left
of the workpiece and use the hand crank to feed the
stock past the bit from right to left. Make a first pass on
all four edges, slide the router plate out (towards you)
and make the next pass.

Samples of the vertical panel raising bit profiles available from The Craftsman Gallery.

Panel raising bit

Feed Direction

Panel

Use the fixed fence with the vertically-mounted top
plate for small panels (above) and multiple clamps to
hold larger panels (below) . The cut is made on the “inside” face of the panel that is against the top plate.

With the profile cut, check the fit and if necessary,
make a rabbet cut along the back edges of the panel so
the panel will fit in the groove.
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Sliding Dovetails

Sliding dovetails are a modified tenon that resists
the forces that could pull an ordinary mortise and tenon apart. The joint consists of a dovetail groove with a
matching dovetail cut on the tenon-portion. A sliding
dovetail is an excellent joint for joining bookcase shelves
to the side of the carcass. They can be cut through for
a decorative effect (as shown here), or stopped short of
the edge of the side and the tenon trimmed slightly so
the joint is hidden.

Cut the groove
To cut a sliding dovetail, start by mounting the
stock on a workpiece holder or the optional mortising
table. Position the bit so it’s centered on the workpiece
and deep enough so that the narrow portion of the tenon tail won’t be too thin/weak. For the example shown
here, we used a 3/8” dovetail bit and cut a groove approximately 1/4” deep. Once you have the bit positioned, set the router depth stop and tighten the router
plate locking knob. Then turn on the router and use the
power feed crank handle to feed the wood past the bit.

With the dovetail groove cut, you’ll need to
change the machine set up to the standard fixed fence
and clamping block configuration. (DON’T change
the router’s plunge stop setting.) Clamp a test piece of
stock the same thickness as your workpiece against the
fence with the end butted against the underside of the
base plate and the face squarely against the face of the
machine. Loosen the router plate locking knob and position the bit so it’s centered on the stock, then retighten
the locking knob. With the bit clear of the stock, turn
the router on and then feed the stock into the bit slightly
more than half its diameter (see inset).
Now, raise the router and move it so the edge of
the bit just aligns with the edge of the dovetail notch
(inset) you just cut and tighten the router plate locking
knob. It’s best to set it slightly proud and fine-tune the
cut on a second try if necessary. When you are satisfied with the position of the bit, move the bit clear of
the stock, turn on the router and feed the stock past the
bit, cutting from right to left (as shown - the climb cut
eliminates tear-out).
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Bit centered
on thickness of stock

Bit centered
on thickness of stock

With the router plate still locked down, slide a precision stop in the T-slot on the fixed guide rail and butt
it against the router stop rod mounted in the router’s
edge guide holes. This will allow you use the microadjustable barrel on the stop to fine-tune the fit. (Using
two precision stops allows you to fine-tune both sides
of the dovetail-tenon.)

Precision stop

Adjustable barrel

Next, loosen the router plate locking knob, raise
the router and align the edge of the bit with the other
side of the dovetail notch. Raise the router fully and
turn the crank handle until the stock is to the right of
the bit. Plunge the router to the depth stop, lock it, then
turn on the router and cut the other face of the dovetail
tenon, cutting this time from left to right (as shown).
Test the fit of the dovetail tenon in the groove and
make sure the sides of the workpieces are flush. If you
need to make minor adjustments, turn the precision
stop’s adjusting barrel in or out to put the tenon cheek
further or closer to the edge respectively or to adjust
the tightness of the fit. Then cut your final workpiece.
(Using a pair of stops, replicate the dovetail tenon cuts
on additional pieces.)
Finally, loosen the router plate lock and make a cut
across the end of the tenon to clean up the notch area.
The illustration below shows the steps of cutting the
test tenon, starting at the right and working to the left.
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Half-blind Dovetails
Most kitchen and bath cabinet drawers are made
using through dovetail joints with an attached drawer
front that matches the rest of the cabinetry and hides
the joinery. However, in fine furniture, the traditional
way to hide the dovetails on the drawer front is to use
half-blind dovetails. Half-blind dovetails are easily cut
with the Router Boss and the process is similar to the
technique used to cut through dovetails (see page 21).
The process for cutting the socket boards is ex- Half-blind dovetails make a strong joint and are excelactly the same, but depth of cut is adjusted so the end lent for use in inset drawers where the front of the
grain of the socket board (side) is “hidden” in the draw- drawer box is also the outer face of the drawer.
er front. The drawer front pins are cut with stopped cut
and a chisel is used to square up the rounded corners
left by the router bit. With the Router Boss, you can use
a smaller diameter 7- to 10-degree dovetail bit when
making half-blind dovetails so the pins and sockets
don’t appear stubby as they do when made with dovetail jigs that cut both the sockets and pins with a wide,
14-degree dovetail bit. A good way to select a bit is to
hold it next to the front board and make sure that most
of the bit is “buried” at the point where the pins end
(see the photo at right).
For this exercise, we’ll make a small drawer that
measures 12” long X 7” wide X 4” deep and cut a symmetrical pattern for the pins and sockets. Stock is 1/2”
poplar for the sides and back and 3/4” oak for the front.
All parts were dimensioned and square cut prior to
starting.
Start by placing a side and end piece on edge with
the outside faces inward and drawing an X across the
edge of the pieces so the intersection of the two lines
falls where the two boards meet.

Choose a dovetail bit that will have most of the cutting
surface across the width of the front piece. In this case,
most of a 5/16”-dia. bit falls within the 3/4” thickness
with plenty of wood left to “hide” the socket board.

C

Arrange the side and end pieces as they’ll be in the
assembled box, then label the adjacent pieces at each
corner with the same letter, starting with “A” and working around the box.
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Lay out the pin/socket centers
Just like for the through dovetail drawers, we’ll put
a partial pin on each edge, which means the sides will
have a partial socket on each edge. We’re using a 5/16”
- diameter dovetail bit for our drawer and we’ll make
the outer half-pin centers a full 1/4” to leave plenty of
wood on the front piece when we square things up with
the chisel. As we did for through dovetails, we create a
layout pattern on one of the side pieces, in this case on
the “A” end. The marks for the half-pins on each edge
are placed 1/4” from the edge. We are also placing a pin
in the center and two others about 1” on either side of
the center pin. Any pattern that looks good is acceptable.

Lay out a socket pattern on the end of one side piece
with each mark representing the center line of the
dovetail bit. 							
								

Once you have the socket/pin centerlines marked,
stack the side pieces together and clamp them in the
Router Boss with the “A” and “C” ends together and
the caret marks pointing towards the sliding bar. Position a centering bit or the laser crosshairs at each layout
mark and write down the scale or DRO reading.

Cut the sockets as previously shown in the through
dovetail section (pages 25-26). Cartwheel the side pieces so the same face is against the sliding bar. Because
we are using 1/2” thick stock for the back and 3/4”
thick stock for the front, we set the bit depth to match
the back piece, which will still leave us a 1/4” on the
front to “hide” the side-piece tails. Depending on the
thickness of your stock, you may need to cut the socket
boards independently (“A” and “B” ends according to
your front thickness and “C” and “D” ends according to
the back thickness).

Cartwheel boards
end for end

Keep same face
against sliding bar
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Cut the half-blind pins
At the start of this procedure, we mentioned that
to make half-blind joints, you need to make stopped pin
cuts on the front piece. To know where to stop your cut,
you’ll need to mark each end of the front stock piece.
Before making the stopped cuts you’ll also need to set
the variable angle guide rails and cut and fit a test pin
(see page 28).
To set the depth, measure the depth of the socket
cuts on one of the sides, then transfer this measurement
to each end of the drawer front, measuring from the
back/inner face. A marking gauge with a cutter leaves a
nice crisp line that’s easier to cut to than a pencil line.
With both ends marked, clamp the drawer front in
the Router Boss with the inner face against the sliding
bar (caret mark points away from the machine face).
The narrow portion of the scribed line should be closest
to you.

Using a cursor or DRO, position the workpiece at
the first pin position (1/4”), and turn the router so the
plate is against the front half of the left wing and the
back half of the right wing, as shown at right. Push the
router so the bit is behind the stock, then set the router
depth stop to the socket board thickness and plunge
the bit to the stop. Turn the router on and pull the bit
into the stock, stopping just shy of the scribed line,
then push the router back and turn it off. We’ve cut the
first half-pin.
When the bit stops, pull the router back until the
bit is again against the cut line. Mount a stop to the
base plate so you can cut up to the line easily on subsequent cuts, then push the router back from the cut.

TIP - Because all the cuts for the half-blind dovetails are stopped, it’s extremely important to grasp
the router firmly and take care to keep the router
positioned tightly against the wings at all times. If
you’re not careful as you move the bit back out of
the cut, you can inadvertently “widen” the cut and
end up with sloppy fitting joints.
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Back
right

Front
left

Turn the power feed hand crank to the next cursor
or DRO reading and reposition the router plate so it
rests against the front half of the right wing and the
back half of the left wing. Make sure the router is clear
of the stock, then turn it on, pull it towards you and cut
to the stop. Then push the bit back out of the cut and
clear of the stock.

Rotate the router plate back to the previous position against the wings (front half left, back half right),
then make the next stopped cut. We’ve now cut the first
full pin.

Turn the power feed hand crank to the next setting (2” center), rotate the plate against the front half of
the right wing and the back half of the left wing, then
make the next cut. (NOTE: With practice, you can use
the router to remove any excess left between the pins
by using the hand power feed to move the stock and cut
along the line. This will save you chisel work later. Just
be sure to keep the router plate firmly against the guide
wings and the stop.)
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Repeat the previous steps, rotating the router plate
to cut both sides of each remaining pin (the right-hand
side cut of the final full pin is shown at right)

Finally, turn the power feed crank handle to the
final setting (3 3/4”). Because this is the outside partial
pin, only make the initial cut that defines the left side
of the pin (plate against the front half of the right wing,
back half of the left wing). When you complete this
cut, remove the stock and cartwheel it end for end so
the same face remains against the sliding bar. With the
stock firmly clamped in place, reposition the sliding bar
back to the first cursor or DRO setting (1/4”) and repeat
all the cutting steps.

When you have the pins cut on both ends of the
front piece, cut the pins in the 1/2” thick back piece.
You can can cut these pins the same as you did for the
through dovetails — there’s no need for stopped cuts to
hide the joinery.
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Cleaning up the drawer front pins
With the pins cut, it’s time to square up the corners
of the drawer front pins. Start by using a bevel gauge
and pencil or striking knife to extend the line of the pins
to where they intersect the scribed line.

With the pin sockets marked out, clamp the stock
in a vise and use a sharp chisel to trim the excess wood
from the rounded corners left by the router bit. Start
by cutting along the pin, then align the flat side of the
chisel with the scribe line and remove any excess wood
left there. Skew or fishtail chisels are best for cleaning
up the corners of blind dovetails.

Test the fit of the socket boards and use a chisel to
trim any spots on the pin board that fit too tightly.
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APPENDIX 2
Router table plan
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APPENDIX 3
Mortising Jig Plans
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APPENDIX 4
hƐŝŶŐƚŚĞDŽƌƚŝƐĞdĂďůĞǁŝƚŚƚŚĞZŝƐĞƌWůĂƚĞ͘

DŽƌƚŝƐĞdĂďůĞŝƐŝŶƚĞŶĚĞĚĨŽƌƵƐĞ
ǁŝƚŚŽƵƚĂƌŝƐĞƌƉůĂƚĞ͘/ĨǇŽƵǁĂŶƚƚŽ
ƵƐĞŝƚǁŝƚŚƚŚĞƌŝƐĞƌƉůĂƚĞ͕ĚƌŝůůĞǆƚƌĂ
ŵŽƵŶƚŝŶŐŚŽůĞƐĂƐƐŚŽǁŶƚŽĂůůŽǁ
ƚŚĞDŽƌƚŝƐĞdĂďůĞƚŽďĞŵŽƵŶƚĞĚ
ŚŝŐŚĞƌ͘

ƌŝůůϭϳͬϲϰΗŚŽůĞƐĂŶĚ

ϴϮΣĐŽƵŶƚĞƌƐŝŶŬ

ϯͬϰΗ

hƐĞŽŶĞǀĞƌƚŝĐĂůƐƵƉƉŽƌƚĂƐĂ
ĚƌŝůůŝŶŐƚĞŵƉůĂƚĞĨŽƌƚŚĞŽƚŚĞƌ
ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ͘KĨĨƐĞƚƚŚĞƐƵƉƉŽƌƚƐϯͬϰŝŶ͘

ϯͬϰΗ

ϯͬϰΗ

ZĞǀŝƐĞĚ͗ϯϬDĂǇǇ͕ϮϬϬϵ
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APPENDIX 5

hƐĞƌͲDĂĚĞD&&ĞŶĐĞĨŽƌƚŚĞZŽƵƚĞƌŽƐƐDŽƌƚŝƐĞdĂďůĞ
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